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Get your meeting underway quickly and 
efficiently with Appspace and Crestron

Make meetings easier by being able to see available 
meeting space and book it from outside the room.

The way people work today is changing. The modern workplace is 
an always-connected environment that expects instant access to 
information while establishing great value from technology that 
occupies its real estate. With Appspace, find meeting spaces faster, 
book it, let colleagues know when you need a little more time, and free 
up valuable space when meetings are canceled.

The Appspace room scheduling card makes booking a meeting 
space easy. Publish in portrait or landscape, and always with brand 
consistency and flawless formatting. Integrate with corporate 
calendars and into any network with the enterprise-level administrative 
controls you would expect.

R O O M  S C H E D U L I N G
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FEATURES & FUNCTIONS

How It Works
To get started, you will need an Appspace account, a compatible 
calendar account with administrative access, a compatible device, 
and network connectivity for all three.

First, the compatible device is registered with Appspace and runs the 
Appspace App.  Devices can be touch-enabled for full features or non-
touch enabled for view only mode.

Next, in the Appspace console, create a channel for your room and 
add a Room Scheduling Card.  Connect the card to the calendar 
provider and choose the required meeting room.  Configure the 
preferences for the card, like the ability to book rooms instantly, 
require attendees to check-in, extend in-progress meetings, and 
schedule meetings up to seven days ahead.  Display room-specific 
information like seating capacity, video conferencing and AV 
equipment, network connectivity, and more.  Set brand standards 
like colors, layout, company logo and more, and then publish to the 
registered device. 

From here, book meeting rooms and any calendar changes will be 
automatically displayed outside the room.  A channel can also be 
overridden with important or emergency messages using alerts. 
Appspace alerts can be triggered by Singlewire’s InformaCast.

Flexible Deployments
Deploy from the cloud, on-
prem, or a combination of 
both.

Compatible Calendars
Connect to Google Calendar 
or Microsoft Office 365. 

Compatible Devices
Publish to any of the following:

- Crestron TSS-7 Series 
- Crestron TSS-10 Series

The Appspace App is enabled 
through the TSS firmware. 

Platform for the Modern Workplace. Room scheduling is just one of the experiences possible with the 
Appspace platform. Try Appspace for digital signs & video walls, collaboration displays, enterprise TV, 
kiosks, and more. To learn more visit appspace.com

Built for the cloud. The Appspace platform is fast, secure, and grows with you. With flexible 
configuration settings and powerful administrative tools, deployments are tailored to you.

Want to get started? Sign up for free at appspace.com

Schedule Board Card
See availability of all meeting rooms in one place. Look ahead 
and book instantly. Deploy the Room Schedule Board on the 
TSD-2220, large format kiosks, or in view-only mode on digital 
signs.  Perfect for the lobby of each office floor or at the entrance 
to conference spaces.


